
CAPTURE OUTLAW HEROES
1 XP when you capture an Anti-Registration hero

3 XP when you let an Anti-Reg. hero escape for personal reasons

10 XP when attempting to capture a hero leads to his or her
death, or your leniency gets you declared a fugitive yourself

UNMASK
1 XP when you discuss the consequences of unmasking with
loved ones

3 XP when you reveal your identity to someone who didn't know it

10 XP if you publicly unmask, or publicly refuse an order to
unmask and are declared a fugitive

WRECK S.H.I.E.L.D. FORCES
1 XP when you stress out a SHIELD mob or wreck their hardware

3 XP when destroying SHIELD stuff hurts innocents or heroes on
your side

10 XP to destroy/commandeer major SHIELD resource or an
irreplaceable piece of tech used by the Pro-Registration forces.

1 XP when an ally is captured

3 XP to successfully raid a prisoner convoy or learn about the
super-prison

10 XP to get captured or free those heroes in the super-prison

FREE THE PRISONERS

1 XP to plead with a specific hero in forum that exposes you to other side

3 XP when your recruiting causes them to argue with teammates, or
oppose you more strongly.

10 XP to cause hero Emo stress &convince, or fight and one stresses out

CONVERT THE ENEMY

1 to accept leadership, or act as leader in middle of conflict

3 to discuss with ally the difficulties of leading hero vs. hero war

10 to lead your side to a significant victory, or your actions result in
the death of a teammate

LEAD THE CHARGE

1 XP when something reminds you of your good friend, now a foe

3 XP to use your powers against your old ally

10 XP when one of you switches sides, or one of you removes the
other from the conflict

MY ALLY, MY ENEMY

1 XP to protect an innocent bystander instead of fighting an opposing hero

3 XP to prevent bystander's injury or death in an Action Scene

10 XP to give up heroics for charity works, or (if Anti-Registration) register, or
create a PR program for super heroes

REDEEM HEROES IN THE PUBLIC EYE

1 XP when assaulted because of the side you picked

3 to risk career, finances, or personal life to help your side

10 XP to take trauma, adopt a new identity or make it impossible
to return to your normal life ever again

SACRIFICE FOR THE CAUSE

1 XP to confront, or be confronted by, a hero about ethical faults

3 XP to confess to a hero you doubt you picked the right side

10 XP to switch sides because of Emo stress, or inflict enough
Emo stress on another hero to make them switch

TEST YOUR ALLEGIANCE

1 XP to talk to a villain about fighting on your side

3 XP to take precautions to keep villain in check and under control

10 XP to decide this is a bad idea, or to form these villains into a
team and lead them

EVIL FOR JUSTICE
1 XP to demand financial compensation for your actions

3 XP to jeopardize team or team's goals seeking a bigger payout

10 XP to heroically risk yourself without expecting pay, or your
mercenary attitude gets you fired from the team

I'M IN THIS FOR THE MONEY

1 XP to mention AIM origin of your powers while using it

3 XP to learn a new piece of info about your AIM-related powers

10 XP to discover the truth about the project, or you destroy an
AIM base even if it means you'll never know the full story

I WAS AN ADVANCED IDEA
1 XP when AIM-related villians try to capture you (or your gear)

3 XP to shutdown a power rather than let AIM gain access to it

10 XP to defeat MODOK himself, or let AIM study your powers to
save innocent lives
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